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The first problem that we seem to be confronted with when we try to compare the philosophy of the beats to the philosophy of anarchists is that the beats were poets, not philosophers, and do not seem to have had a “philosophy.” But things are not as they seem.
Following Oswald Spengler’s idea of a second religiosity that arises out of the primitive elements (the “fellaheen”) of a declining civilization, the beats understood themselves to be religious prophets of a new form of liberated consciousness. Poetry was both a means to achieve this new form of consciousness and a means to express that consciousness once it was achieved by other means including travel, drugs, sex, or meditation. The transformation of consciousness sought by the beats was therefore primarily religious in nature, not political or ideological. Kerouac was especially careful to distance himself from an aesthetics that might subordinate art to political ideology. But that does not mean that the beats believed that the transformation of consciousness they sought had no political or social implications. It merely means that, for them, political ideology follows consciousness, not the reverse.
In an author’s note he wrote shortly before his death in 1997 to a 1961 essay titled “When the Mode of the Music Changes, the Walls of the City Shake,” Ginsberg wrote:​[1]​ “It seemed to me the breakthroughs of new poetry were social breakthroughs, that is, political in the long run. I thought and still think that the bulwark of libertarian-anarchist-sexualized individual poems and prose created from that era to this day—under so much middle-class critical attack—were the mental bombs that would still explode in new kid generations even if censorship and authoritarian (moral majority) fundamentalist militarily-hierarchical ‘New Order’ neoconservative fascistoid creep Reagonomics-type philistinism took over the nation. Which it nearly has. Thus the title—Poetics and Politics, out of Plato out of Pythagoras—continuation of Gnostic—secret politically suppressed—liberty of consciousness and art—old bohemian—tradition.”1 Ginsberg here locates the beats within the Platonic philosophical tradition, but it is Plato the mystic, not Plato the rationalist, that he identifies with.
The irony of the fact that Plato banished the poets from his ideal city is that Plato was himself a great poet. The Republic is a work of fiction written with poetic skill and replete with rhetorical devices including metaphor and allegory. The rationalist Plato’s argument against the poets is that they are two steps removed from the absolute truth of the ideal forms. Perceptual objects are already mere shadows of the forms, but the images concocted by poets are mere shadows of perceptual objects meant to stir up the basest part of the soul, the appetites. Philosophers, Plato believes, should rely only on reason to apprehend the truth. But yet, Plato recognizes that not everyone in his ideal city will be a philosopher. For those who are not capable of reason, it will be necessary to guide and persuade them with poetry and fiction—hence Plato’s notion of the “noble lie.” However, poetry is dangerous. Because it has the power to alter people’s beliefs, perceptions, and emotions, it has the potential to disrupt the state and make the “walls of the city shake.” Therefore, according to Plato, poetry must be controlled by the philosophers, who will craft fictions that maintain justice and harmony. Imagination serves a purpose, but it serves a just purpose only when controlled by reason.
The beats invert the rationalist Plato’s hierarchy of imagination and reason by grounding reason in imagination and in the body’s rhythms and emotions. Like the romantic anarchist poet William Blake, who warned of an excessive capacity to reason in the “dark satanic mills” of England’s industrial revolution, Ginsberg warned of an excessive capacity to reason relative to imagination and emotion in the nuclear age. Ginsberg warned that reason had become a “horrific tyrant” in Western civilization and “created the nuclear bomb which can destroy body, feeling, and imagination.”2
The transformation of consciousness sought by the beats was not a mere change in the ideas or ideology contained within consciousness, but a transformation of consciousness itself entailing the psychological death and rebirth of the ego.3 The radical psychiatrist R. D. Laing and the Jungian analyst John Weir Perry understood madness and mysticism in the same way, as a journey to the underworld where the ego—burdened by the outmoded norms of its society—was torn asunder and reassembled, as in the ancient Egyptian shamanic myth of Osiris, who is torn apart in the night sea and reassembled by the goddess Isis, before rising again as Horus, the morning sun, which sets the measure, the law, the rhythm for a new day and a new social order. In this respect, the beats were in tune with primal (and stateless) society, the original hunter-gatherer society, that was led, not by warriors, not by philosopher-kings, and certainly not by capital, but by the ecstatic shamans, whose tales of their journeys to the underworld were told in song and dance, poetry and chant.
	It is in terms of the hero’s journey to the underworld that Ginsberg would like us to understand the apparent criminality, nihilism, and madness of the beats. Ginsberg’s own journey to the underworld seems to have begun during the period 1944–46, when he established contact with the founding members of the beat generation. He emerged from this period a different man, with a transformed sense of self and a new set of moral and aesthetic values.
Ginsberg met Lucien Carr in 1944 in the Union Theological Seminary dormitory, which was being used as a residence for Columbia students. Carr’s friend Edie Parker introduced him to Jack Kerouac. Carr then introduced Kerouac to Ginsberg, and both of them to his older friend from St. Louis, William Burroughs. By August 14, 1944, Carr had killed David Kammerer, a mutual friend of Carr and Burroughs from St. Louis, creating the first of many media spectacles that portrayed members of the beat generation as criminals, nihilists, and madmen.
Neal Cassady arrived in New York City in December 1946 and established friendships with Kerouac and Ginsberg, for whom Cassady was an authentic fellaheen of the American West. As Ferlinghetti said in his editor’s note to the 1981 printing of Neal Cassady’s autobiography, The First Third, Cassady was “an early prototype of the urban cowboy who a hundred years before might have been an outlaw on the range. (And as such Kerouac saw him in On the Road.)”4 Cassady was a hustler, a car thief, a womanizer, and a small-time drug dealer. But it was Cassady’s fast-paced, free-associative, run-on sentences—in addition to bebop jazz, the music of the African American fellaheen—that inspired Kerouac’s and Ginsberg’s notions of spontaneous prose.
In 1948 during a time of quiet meditation and simple living, Ginsberg heard Blake’s voice in his Harlem apartment: “Ah, sunflower. . . .” Then, in 1949, Ginsberg was arrested for helping Herbert Huncke store stolen goods in his apartment.​[2]​ He subsequently spent eight months at the Columbia Psychiatric Institute, where he met Carl Solomon, to whom he dedicated Howl.​[3]​ The tabloids covered the story and added to the emerging image of the beats as criminals, nihilists, and madmen. According to Ginsberg, fellow beat writer John Clellon Holmes’s 1952 New York Times article “This Is the Beat Generation” reinforced the earlier media image of the beats with an “overtone in terms of violence and juvenile delinquency, i.e., mindless protest.”5 Indeed, his novel Go was originally titled The Daybreak Boys, after a river gang from the 1840s. In an interview with John Tytell, Holmes explained that “our attraction to criminality, mostly crimes without a victim like drugs, fit with our feeling that the definition of man’s nature was inadequate. And we were interested in excessive experiences, in the extreme, because a man who puts himself outside the law is a man who is putting himself into himself.”6
After Ginsberg’s 1955 reading of “Howl” at the Six Gallery, poetry readings became popular at cafés and nightspots in San Francisco and Greenwich Village. By the late 1950s, the beat generation had been transformed from a small circle of bohemian writers to a popular social movement among alienated and rebellious young people. In 1958 following the successful launch of Sputnik, the Soviet spaceship, the San Francisco columnist Herb Caen dubbed the new rebels “beatniks,” adding the suffix “-nik” to “beat” from “Sputnik,” thereby associating the beats with communism. Caen’s appellation was also intended to allude to derogatory Yiddish words that end in “-nik,” such as “nudnik,” meaning “someone who is a boring pest.”7 That’s why Ginsberg refers to “beatnik” as a “foul word” constructed by “industries of mass communication which continue to brainwash Man and insult nobility.”8
On the right end of the political spectrum, Norman Podhoretz turned the popular image of the beats against them in his 1958 essay “The Know-Nothing Bohemians,” arguing that the “spirit of hipsterism and the beat Generation​[4]​ strikes me as the same spirit which animates the young savages in leather jackets who have been running amuck in the last few years with their switch-blades and zip guns.”9 On the left end of the political spectrum, the former Trotskyite Norman Mailer became interested in the new “hip” culture as a potentially oppositional force in modern society and declared that the difference between hip and square culture would be the major problem facing Americans for the next twenty-five years. In his 1959 essay “The White Negro,” Mailer repeated the popular image of hipsters as criminals and psychopaths but turned it around by arguing that in a society verging on totalitarianism, only criminals and psychopaths have the courage to act with existential authenticity. Mailer—like Paul Goodman and William Burroughs—sensed that the bureaucratic workplace and the suburban nuclear family threatened the nineteenth-century ideal of American manhood represented at its extreme by the image of the western outlaw. In 1981, Mailer helped win the release of the writer Jack Abbott from prison. Abbott’s fatal stabbing of Richard Adan shortly after his release from prison seemed to confirm Podhoretz’s worst fears about Mailer’s notions of literary genius just as American society was taking a sharp turn to the right in reaction against the beat-inspired counterculture of the 1960s and 1970s.
But Ginsberg and Kerouac saw things differently than either Mailer or Podhoretz. Although Ginsberg acknowledged in a 1989 interview that Mailer had a good grasp of the “goof that middle-class white culture was making” and that he had a sense of a “transcendent change of consciousness,” he and Kerouac rejected Mailer’s macho and violent notion of hipsterism. Kerouac, Ginsberg said, didn’t like Mailer’s essay because he “saw beat as Christ-like; the Lamb, the emergence of the lamb, not the emergence of the grand criminal savants.” Ginsberg, who described himself as a “delicate artistic fairy,” agreed with Kerouac that Mailer’s notion of beat was too violent and macho.10
Nor did Ginsberg believe that the beats could be understood in sociological or ideological terms: “That’s some hangover from class war. Kerouac’s whole point was that ‘beat’ went beyond the old Marxist ideological battle of class warfare and into some practical attitude of transcendence. Practical had to do with, I mean, like dropping LSD or learning meditation techniques. It’s like the bomb, you know. It’s not cleansing yourself of the middle class, it’s cleansing the doors of perception themselves; in which case middle-class notions and ego notions and everything else gets cleansed.”11 The underworld into which Ginsberg and Kerouac descended was not the criminal underworld, but that of the unconscious, which also exists beyond the social rules and conventions of ordinary waking consciousness. The beats, in this respect, resemble shamans or mystics who transgress the bounds of social rules and conventions in their lonely journey beyond the walls of the city, into the forest, up the mountain, and into the belly of the beast. When they return to the city, they may be condemned as criminals, or they may be welcomed as prophets of a new law.
According to the Manichean logic of the Cold War era, you were either a good American or an evil communist. There was little recognition of any third alternative or middle ground. Since the beats were not considered to be “good Americans,” they were often accused by their critics of being communists. But the beats were not communists—at least not in the sense that America’s Cold War enemies were communists. Ginsberg saw little difference between capitalist or communist governments because they both rely on violent police bureaucracies to enforce their will both domestically and internationally. So little do they contradict one another, according to Ginsberg, that they could not exist without each other: “They need each other, feed on each other, and often make their living from each other’s mythical existence.”12
The beats were the latest incarnation of romantic bohemian anarchism dating back to the early nineteenth century. Their political philosophy contradicted orthodox Marxism as well as certain aspects of the Bakuninist anarchist tradition in at least three respects. First, the beats did not believe that the working class or the industrial proletariat is the historical agent of change that will bring about a communist society. Second, they were not materialists. They did not believe that consciousness is a superficial structure built upon the social relations of the means of production. Third, they did not believe that history is a dialectical process that proceeds by way of negation. As a consequence of these points, they did not believe in class struggle. As pacifists they were especially opposed to class warfare and any other type of violent social action.
A bohemian community began to develop in Greenwich Village as early as the 1860s, when Henry Clapp founded the Saturday Press, which published Walt Whitman, Mark Twain, and William Dean Howells. Members of the literary magazine congregated at Pfaff’s basement tavern at 653 Broadway. Throughout the late nineteenth century as more Italian, Irish, and German immigrants arrived in Greenwich Village, the bohemians followed, attracted by cheap rents and their fellow bohemians.13 The golden age of Greenwich Village bohemia occurred between the fin de siècle and World War I, when modernist art combined with anarchism in what the historian John Patrick Diggins called the “Lyrical Left.”14 After World War I, Greenwich Village underwent a period of gentrification. The bohemian community became a popular tourist attraction that, like Coney Island, provided a temporary escape from the increasingly mechanical routine of the bureaucratic workplace. Although a circle of Greenwich Village bohemian anarchists survived the period between the world wars, most leftists abandoned anarchism for communism following the apparent success of the Russian Revolution. In 1934, the Marxist Cowley looked back at the Greenwich Village bohemians of 1919 with contempt: “The New York bohemians, the Greenwich Villagers, came from exactly the same social class as the readers of the Saturday Evening Post. Their political opinions were vague and by no means dangerous to Ford Motors or General Electric: the war had destroyed their belief in political action. They were trying to get ahead, and the proletariat be damned. Their economic standards were those of the small American businessman.”15
Cowley argued that the bohemians were revolting against the puritanical, production-oriented values of an earlier, accumulative phase of industrial capitalism. Their values—which resemble the values of the post–World War II beats—included the romantic belief that children naturally possess special potentialities that are crushed by a repressive society, and that liberated children can save the world; the idea of free and unhindered self expression; the idea of paganism, that the body is a temple of love; the idea of living for the moment; the idea of female equality; the idea that we can be happy by psychological rather than political means; and the idea of travel or a change of place. But World War I increased productive capacity so much that when the war ended it became necessary to stimulate consumer demand. Bohemian values, Cowley argued, became useful for the new consumer capitalism: self-expression and paganism stimulated consumer demand, living for the moment meant buying on the installment plan, and female equality doubled demand. The Socialist Michael Harrington made a similar argument about the hippies of the 1960s in his 1973 book The Death of Bohemia. Ginsberg, he said, had literary standards and political commitments comparable to the pre–World War I bohemians, but the mass counterculture of the post–Beatles era was “a reflection of the very hyped and videotaped world it professed to despise.”16
But are bohemian values really so easily co-opted by the capitalist system? The history of the United States after 1973 would suggest not, because the system found it necessary to crush those values. Daniel Bell, for example, agreed with the Marxists that the counterculture was a product of consumer capitalism, but in his 1976 book The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism, he warned that the counterculture could undo the productive capacity that made consumer capitalism possible in the first place.
Anarchists, too, were accused of being petty bourgeois at least since the release of Marx’s 1847 book The Poverty of Philosophy, in which Marx accused the anarchist Pierre-Joseph Proudhon (1809–1865) of being a petty bourgeois. Indeed, Proudhon’s anarchism is the anarchism of the small farmer and artisan class who envision a world not of communism but of an equal exchange of labor. Proudhon’s mutualist economics was already anticipated by Josiah Warren (1798–1874) in the United States. The Marxist accusation that bohemians are petty bourgeois is similar. Marxists accuse bohemians of being petty bourgeois because they are individualistic and do not seek social change through collective or political means.
There is another thread of anarchist thought, however, that does not yield to this particular line of Marxist criticism. Like other young Russian aristocrats of his generation, Michael Bakunin (1814–1876) became disenchanted with the tsar’s regime, especially after serving in the tsar’s army, and sought answers in romanticism and German Idealism. Because the study of philosophy was banned in Russian universities, radical young people formed their own study groups. The two most important were one headed by Nicholas Stankevich and another headed by the socialists Alexander Herzen and Nicholas Ogarev. Bakunin joined both and soon thereafter became Russia’s leading Hegelian. However, Bakunin radicalized Hegel. Whereas Hegel’s dialectic retains and conserves the past as it negates and supersedes it, Bakunin’s dialectic was a revolutionary force that negates the past without conserving it, thus creating an entirely new future. In his immortal words, “the passion for destruction is a creative passion.”17
In 1844, Bakunin went to Paris where he met Proudhon and Marx. Bakunin’s collectivist anarchism combined Proudhon’s rejection of centralized authority with Marx’s class analysis and critique of capitalism. Bakunin envisioned a society without a state in which workers would collectively own and operate the means of production. In 1848, Bakunin’s revolutionary passion was devoted to the cause of Slavic nationalism. In 1849, he fought on the barricades alongside the romantics Richard Wagner and Wilhelm Heine against Prussian troops. In 1868, Bakunin joined the First International and led the anarchist faction until the anarchists were expelled by Marx in 1872. Thus began the long-standing feud between Marxists and anarchists. Bakunin warned that the state was antithetical to socialism and predicted that a communist state would turn workers into herd animals. A later generation of communist anarchists including Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, and Peter Kropotkin were among the first to recognize the failure of the Russian Revolution.
Communist anarchism gradually replaced Bakunin’s collectivism in the European anarchist movement of the late nineteenth century. Communist anarchism was first proposed by the Italian anarchist section of the First International, but the Russian scientist Peter Kropotkin (1842–1921) later became its leading theoretician. Like Bakunin, the communist anarchists were revolutionaries engaged in class warfare. But whereas Bakunin, following Proudhon, believed that the product of labor should be distributed to workers according to the amount of labor they expended, the communists believed that the product of labor should be distributed according to need. The communists argued that the unequal distribution of wealth to workers would ultimately produce a class-stratified society and a state to defend the interests of the wealthy.
Kropotkin envisioned a decentralized society of cooperative farms and workshops, as well as neighborhood and village councils, each operating on the principle of mutual aid and voluntary cooperation. He argued that humans had evolved to voluntarily cooperate with one another in small, face-to-face communities. He decried large urban factories that produced for export or trade rather than for local use because they created economic inequality and degraded the quality of work. His model was instead the medieval village commune in which skilled artisans and small farmers produced for utility rather than exchange value and derived aesthetic enjoyment from their work. Kropotkin lived in England from 1886 until 1917, when he returned to Russia. During his time in England, he befriended the romantic socialist William Morris, who, like Kropotkin, envisioned a decentralized society of cooperative labor and drew on medieval models for inspiration.
Although most of the beats envisioned a decentralized society of cooperative communities similar to that envisioned by the communist anarchists, they did not believe that workers were the agents of change who would usher in such a society. Nor were they interested in waging class warfare. In fact, the bohemians of the postwar years had an uneasy relationship with the American working class. In Greenwich Village, bohemians were violently assaulted by Italian and Irish American workers because they were black or gay or were believed to be communists. The anarchist beat poets Diane di Prima and Tuli Kupferberg both reported such incidents.18 Michael Harrington reported that Jimmy Baldwin was beaten for sitting with a white woman.19 Harrington discussed socialist politics with his friends at the White Horse Tavern, where he says they were frequently raided by fist- and chair-swinging Irish kids who accused them of being communists and faggots. One night the owner of the tavern asked Harrington and his friends to sing their songs of solidarity with the workers in a foreign language so the workers at the tavern wouldn’t understand what they were saying and start a fight.20 The beat writer Seymour Krim said that when he moved to the Village he was “scared of the Italian street-threat that used to psychically de-ball all us violin-souled Jewish boys.”21 According to Ronald Sukenick, the Italian hoods in Greenwich Village represented a leitmotif of fear for bohemians in Chandler Brossard’s Who Walk in Darkness (1952). “This accurately reproduces the feel of the streets at the time,” Sukenick wrote, “and in retrospect I see it corresponds to the situation of the cultural underground in the forties and fifties, with its hostility toward the middle class and its ideological divorce from the working class in consequence of the failed socialist movements of the thirties.”22
In a 1960 letter to Peter Orlovsky, Ginsberg complained that the communists had taken over a conference he attended in Santiago, Chile, and that most everybody was unpoetic. Everybody “got up and made fiery speeches about the workers. Everybody wanted revolutions.” He expected Peter to be in a labyrinth of worries, but said that he was in “a labyrinth of communists which is just as bad.”23 In a 1960 letter to Ginsberg, Gary Snyder said that there was “no longer a problem of helping out American workers, but of giving up national comfort for whole world welfare” and added that communism “confuses the cures of economic suffering with the cures of illusion-bound ego.” Snyder felt that American workers had been bought out with “bread and circuses.”24
In a January 22, 1968, letter to Snyder, Ginsberg reported that he had sung a tribute of Guthrie folk songs and was pleased to see a return of that anti-authoritarian tradition, adding that it was “nice to see all the hippies in bells at concert applauding ‘Union Maid,’ union this time the community (in my head) rather than UAW NMU.”25 Thus Ginsberg placed more hope in hippies than in workers and their large industrial unions. Gary Snyder agreed with him in spite of the fact that one of the sources of Snyder’s own anarchism was his early exposure to the anarcho-syndicalist Wobblies in the Pacific Northwest. In an interview with Playboy after the 1968 Chicago DNC, Ginsberg complained about “two different versions of communism: the Russian and American police states.” Again he placed hope in the new hip consciousness, which realized that “authoritarianism of any nature is a usurpation of human consciousness,” and warned that the problem now would “be how to transform the ‘greasers’—the blue-collar class which is always in favor of a strong police force and the persecution of minorities.” He hoped that rock ’n’ roll and psychedelics might transform their consciousness. In the same letter, however, he mentioned with approval Thomas Parkinson and Kenneth Rexroth, two San Francisco bohemian anarchists more to his liking.26
One of the sources of the beats’ rejection of Marxism was its materialism. In a 1972 interview, Ginsberg said that Kerouac “was very overtly communistic for several years, from ’39 to ’41, ’42,” and read some Das Kapital, Communist Manifesto, and the Daily Worker. But Kerouac came to dislike Marxism because “at the time there was a large attack by the left against the idea of revolution of consciousness, sexual revolution particularly, and psychedelic revolution .” By the 1940s, the beats had already read Artaud and Huxley’s Doors of Perception. By 1952, they had experimented with peyote. Kerouac objected to the fact that the Marxists rejected his bohemianism as “petit bourgeois angelism” and attempted to make the cultural revolution the beats “were involved in, which was a purely personal thing, into a lesser political, mere revolt against the temporary politicians, and to lead the energy away from a transformation of consciousness to the materialistic level of political rationalism.” Ginsberg felt that it would have been premature to speak about politics at that time. Before political issues could be adequately addressed, it was necessary to “get back to Person, from public to person. Before determining a new public, you had to find out who you are, who is your person. Which meant finding out different modalities of consciousness.”27
In 1963 Ginsberg flew to Saigon and questioned journalists about the American role there. Deeply disturbed by what he found, he participated in his first political demonstration upon his return to San Francisco, a demonstration against Madame Nhu, the wife of Vietnam’s chief of secret police. In an interview that took place during the demonstration, Ginsberg said that he attended the demonstration to be tender to Madame Nhu. He explained that hostilities would end only when everyone’s blocked-up feelings of tenderness for one another were released from their bodies. He said that tenderness is a normal instinct and that it was Whitman who first exposed tenderness as the unconscious basis of American democracy. He supposed that “some form of community sharing or communism is appropriate to the future State of Man.” But he didn’t see how that could work “without first a sharing of feelings. Then material arrangements will fall into place.”28
Ginsberg’s rejection of the state was based in a personalist metaphysics that held that only persons are real. Since the state is not a person, it is not real. Whitman had said all along “that the State doesn’t exist (as a living Person), only people exist through their own private consciousness. So we realized we were in the midst of a vast American hallucination” constructed by the mass media and paid for by the CIA.29 The state appears to be necessary only when our natural feelings of tenderness for one another are blocked and we are separated from one another in a competitive struggle for wealth (Locke) or honor (Hobbes). Therefore the state may be overcome through a revolution in consciousness that liberates our feelings of tenderness.
Daniel Belgrad argues that the American avant-garde of the 1940s was built upon the automatic techniques of the surrealists to create a new “culture of spontaneity” that was intended to undermine the abstract rationalism of the new bureaucratic order. Charles Olson’s “projective verse” offers an example that is particularly relevant to the beats. Olson’s experience of government and industry during the war convinced him that a new personalism that went beyond the politics of both Left and Right was necessary to overcome the dehumanizing effects of modern bureaucratic organization. Following Carl Jung, Olson believed that social repression is mediated by the ego operating at the level of consciousness. Direct access to the unconscious through spontaneous expression therefore offered a means of liberation.30 Charles Olson taught his theory of spontaneous projective verse at Black Mountain College, where he influenced an entire generation of American poets, including Robert Duncan, Allen Ginsberg, and the beats.
Yet another source of the idea that society could be changed by cultural means was the circle of radical pacifists around Dave Dellinger. Radical pacifists in the War Resisters League gradually moved toward an anarchist position during and after World War II as they adopted methods of nonviolent direct action inspired by Gandhi and Thoreau. Dellinger enjoyed a lifelong friendship with the anarchist David Wieck, who like him had also served time at Danbury and practiced nonviolent direct action against Jim Crow rules in prison. Anarchists had long promoted direct action as a nonpolitical means of changing society.
After the war and his release from prison, Dellinger and fellow conscientious objectors established a magazine, Direct Action, with the belief that America was ripe for radical change. Lewis Hill wrote a “Call to a Conference” in the first issue of Direct Action that led to a meeting of radical pacifists in Chicago in 1946 and the establishment of the Committee for Non-Violent Revolution (CNVR). By 1947, however, the mood of the country became more conservative. World War II accelerated the trend toward efficient bureaucratic organization and scientific management of work. When the war ended, the trend continued, “but with mass consumption—‘a higher standard of living’—replacing wartime urgency as its primary justification.”31 The working class accepted the new bureaucratic order in return for a consumer lifestyle. As CNVR member Lewis Hill commented regarding the Marxist preoccupation with the proletariat, “When one is looking for the proletariat one looks for chains; but in the industrial class in America what one sees is bathtubs and credit-plan refrigerators, with a heavy sprinkling of life-insurance investments.”32 Hill concluded that the cultural basis for a nonviolent social revolution did not yet exist in the United States.33 He detached himself from the CNVR to pursue his dream of an FM radio station in Berkeley that could contribute to the needed cultural transformation. Pacifica station KPFA was finally established in 1949 and became an important platform for beat and anarchist voices in the early postwar period.
	In the 1960s, the possibility of a mass movement reappeared, although it was no longer organized around the working class or labor issues. Dellinger served as chairman of the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam (MOBE), a coalition of groups including the emerging counterculture, which staged mass protests between 1966 and 1970. It was Dellinger who asked Jerry Rubin to be project director for the October 21, 1967, march on the Pentagon at which Abbie Hoffman led a chant to levitate and exorcise the building. In a similar vein, Ginsberg led a chant to calm police and protesters in Lincoln Park at the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago. Ginsberg corresponded with Dellinger throughout the 1960s and testified on his behalf at the trial of the Chicago Seven. Thus, during the 1960s, anarchist pacifists collaborated more effectively with the bohemian counterculture than with workers.
	David Thoreau Wieck (1921–1997), an anarchist philosopher and the editor of Resistance, wrote in regard to his encounter with the bohemian anarchist Kenneth Rexroth: “I’m not sure I have him right about this, but I feel that the only philosophy he trusted was the poets’ and the mystics’.” According to Wieck, Rexroth’s anarchism combined the principles of Alexander Berkman’s communist anarchism with Gustav Landauer’s mystical, pacifist, bohemian anarchism. The state, Landauer famously wrote, is not an institution to be confronted by violent force from without, but “a certain relationship between human beings, a mode of human behavior; we destroy it by contracting other relationships, by behaving differently.” The state is therefore primarily a cultural phenomenon. And so, Landauer concluded, only poets acting as revolutionary prophets can sweep away the state.
In 1953, Ginsberg met Rexroth on a visit to San Francisco with the help of a letter of recommendation from William Carlos Williams. In 1954, Ginsberg moved to San Francisco and began attending Rexroth’s Friday-night gatherings. He and Rexroth got along well. Rexroth introduced Ginsberg to the major figures in the San Francisco Poetry Renaissance, including Robert Duncan and Jack Spicer. It was Duncan who introduced Ginsberg to the beat writer Michael McClure.
In December 1952, Duncan and his partner Jess Collins opened the King Ubu art gallery for only one year to eliminate the risk of it becoming co-opted for commercial purposes.34 The King Ubu was named after an absurdist play by the French satirist Alfred Jarry (1873–1907) whose theme was the repression of individual expression by the state. Jarry was an anarchist who carried a pistol on his hip and offended the French government by speaking the forbidden Breton dialect. Rexroth, Spicer, and Lamantia all read poetry at the King Ubu.
In mid-1954, the King Ubu was reopened under the name the Six Gallery by a cooperative of artists including Spicer and Wally Hedricks. It was Hedricks who in 1955 proposed to Rexroth that they set up a group poetry reading at the Six Gallery.35 Rexroth passed the idea on to Ginsberg and referred him to Gary Snyder, who recruited Philip Whalen for the reading. Ginsberg recruited Lamantia and McClure. Rexroth served as the master of ceremonies.
And thus the beat movement was born in the context of Rexroth’s circle of anarchist poets when on October 13, 1955, Ginsberg performed his famous reading of “Howl” at the Six Gallery. As Rexroth said, Ginsberg “inhaled the libertarian atmosphere and exploded.”36
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^1	  In Chicago style, the capitalization of the first letter of a quotation is adjusted without brackets to suit the context in which the quotation appears.
^2	  In Huncke’s or Ginsberg’s apartment? In Ginsberg’s apartment.
^3	  Did he dedicate the poem “Howl” to him or the book Howl in which the poem “Howl” appears? He dedicated the poem “Howl” to Carl Solomon.
^4	  Did Podhoretz capitalize “Generation” but lowercase “beat,” as here, or was “beat” capitalized in his text? That’s a typo. Podhoretz capitalized both “Beat” and “Generation.” It should be “Beat Generation.”
^5	  Authors’ degrees aren’t listed in these short bios in UPK house style, nor is publication info (other than the date) given for an author’s works.
